Personal Data Protection
As a concerned person I express my voluntary consent to process, maintain and store my
personal data in the range necessary for mediation of the job, especially my name, surname,
date of birth, permanent address, degree, achieved education, contact information(phone
number, eventually fax number, e-mail address), language and computer skills or other information listed in CV and other attached documents in compliance with Regulation 2016/679
GDPR( hereinafter as “personal data“). Hereby I confirm that all information stated in this
document are correct.
The main purpose of processing, maintaining and storing your personal data is their registration for the implementation of pre-contractual relations and suitable job placement (also
repeated) with future prospective empolyers. The first job placement shall not be considered
the fulfillment of the purpose of personal data processing but finalizing of continuous job
placement carried out by the operator shall be(as defined below)
Your personal data will be used for the purpose of the job search carried out by the company
KF Partners Ltd. CRN 46642218, with the seat at Strážna 9, 831 01 Bratislava, as an operator of personal data processing (hereinafter as „the operator“)
The consent is given for the limited 3 years‘ period as of the day of inception OR unless you
withdraw the consent.
Your consent is revocable anytime with the operator stated above, through the same form as
the consent is given(via e-mail, filling out the form on the web page)
Only potential employers will be provided with the inevitable range of your personal data
within the fulfillment of the above- mentioned purpose of their processing. Your personal data
as your name, surname, address, date of birth may be provided to the Labour authorities in
compliance with § 28 (1) (b) of Act no. 5/2004 coll on employment services.
The operator is obliged to provide you with the information about the processing state of your
personal data in their information system and about the source providing them your pesonal
data. The data shall be corrected, deleted. The right for personal data processing is revocable anytime.

